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Abstract. Increasingly information systems log historic information in
a systematic way. Workflow management systems, but also ERP, CRM,
SCM, and B2B systems often provide a so-called “event log”, i.e., a log
recording the execution of activities. Unfortunately, the information in
these event logs is rarely used to analyze the underlying processes. Process
mining aims at improving this by providing techniques and tools for dis-
covering process, control, data, organizational, and social structures from
event logs. This paper focuses on the mining social networks. This is possi-
ble because event logs typically record information about the users execut-
ing the activities recorded in the log. To do this we combine concepts from
workflow management and social network analysis. This paper introduces
the approach, defines metrics, and presents a tool to mine social networks
from event logs.

1 Introduction

Sociometry, also referred to as sociography, refers to methods presenting data on
interpersonal relationships in graph or matrix form [9, 22, 23]. The term sociometry
was coined by Jacob Levy Moreno who conducted the first long-range sociometric
study from 1932-1938 at the New York State Training School for Girls in Hud-
son, New York [17]. As part of this study, Moreno used sociometric techniques
to assign residents to various residential cottages. He found that assignments on
the basis of sociometry substantially reduced the number of runaways from the
facility. Many more sociometric studies have been conducted since then by Moreno
and others. In most applications of sociometry, the assessment is based on surveys
(also referred to as sociometric tests). With the availability of more electronic
data, new ways of gathering data are enabled [11]. For example, BuddyGraph
(http://www.buddygraph.com/) and MetaSight (http://www.metasight.co.uk/)
are tools that use logs on e-mail traffic as a starting point for sociometric anal-
ysis. Similarly, information on the Web can be used for such an analysis. For
the analysis of social networks in organizations such approaches are less useful,
since they are based on unstructured information. For example, when analyzing
e-mail it is difficult, but also crucial, to distinguish between e-mails correspond-
ing to important decisions (e.g., allocation of resources) and e-mails representing
less relevant operational details (e.g., scheduling a meeting). Fortunately, many
enterprise information systems store relevant events in a more structured form.
For example, workflow management systems like Staffware register the start and
completion of activities [2]. ERP systems like SAP log all transactions, e.g., users



filling out forms, changing documents, etc. Business-to-business (B2B) systems log
the exchange of messages with other parties. Call center packages but also general-
purpose CRM systems log interactions with customers. These examples show that
many systems have some kind of event log often referred to as “history”, “audit
trail”, “transaction file”, etc. [3, 6, 14, 21].

When people are involved, event logs will typically contain information on the
person executing or initiating the event. We only consider events referring to an
activity and a case [3]. The case (also named process instance) is the “thing” which
is being handled, e.g., a customer order, a job application, an insurance claim, a
building permit, etc. The activity (also named task, operation, action, or work-
item) is some operation on the case, e.g., “Contact customer”. An event may be
denoted by (c, a, p) where c is the case, a is the activity, and p is the person. Events
are ordered in time allowing the inference of causal relations between activities and
the corresponding social interaction. For example, if (c, a1, p1) is directly followed
by (c, a2, p2), there is some handover of work from p1 to p2 (note that both events
refer to the same case). If this pattern (i.e., there is some handover of work from
p1 to p2) occurs frequently but there is never a handover of work from p1 to p3

although p2 and p3 have identical roles in the organization, then this may indicate
that the relation between p1 and p2 is stronger than the relation between p1 and
p3. Using such information it is possible to build a social network expressed in
terms of a graph (“sociogram”) or matrix.

Social Network Analysis (SNA) refers to the collection of methods, techniques
and tools in sociometry aiming at the analysis of social networks [9, 22, 23]. There
is an abundance of tools allowing for the visualization of such networks and their
analysis. A social network may be dense or not, the “social distances” between
individuals may be short or long, etc. An individual may be a so-called “star”
(directly linked to many other individuals) or an “isolate” (not linked to others).
However, also more subtle notions are possible, e.g., an individual who is only
linked to people having many relationships is considered to be a more powerful
node in the network than an individual having many connections to less connected
individuals.

The work presented in this paper applies the results from sociometry, and SNA
in particular, to events logs in today’s enterprise information systems. The main
challenge is to derive social networks from this type of data. This paper presents
the approach, the various metrics that can be used to build a social network, and
our tool MiSoN (Mining Social Networks).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept of process
mining. Section 3 focuses on the mining of organizational relations, introducing
concepts from SNA but also showing which relations can be derived from event
logs. Section 4 defines the metrics we propose for mining organizational relations.
We propose metrics based on (possible) causality, metrics based on joint cases,
metrics based on joint activities, and metrics based on special event types (e.g.,
delegation). Then we present our tool MiSoN, a small case study, and related work.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.



2 Process Mining: An Overview

The goal of process mining is to extract information about processes from transac-
tion logs [3]. We assume that it is possible to record events such that (i) each event
refers to an activity (i.e., a well-defined step in the process), (ii) each event refers
to a case (i.e., a process instance), (iii) each event refers to a performer (the per-
son executing or initiating the activity), and (iv) events are totally ordered. Any
information system using transactional systems such as ERP, CRM, or workflow
management systems will offer this information in some form [2]. Note that we do
not assume the presence of a workflow management system. The only assumption
we make, is that it is possible to collect logs with event data. These event logs
are used to construct models that explain some aspect of the behavior registered.
The term process mining refers to methods for distilling a structured process de-
scription from a set of real executions [3, 6, 14, 21]. The term “structured process
description” may be interpreted in various ways, ranging from a control-flow model
expressed in terms of classical Petri net to a model incorporating organizational,
temporal, informational, and social aspects. In this paper we focus on the social
aspect. However, we first provide an example illustrating the broader concept of
process mining.

2.1 An Example of a Staffware Log

Table 1 shows a fragment of a workflow log generated by the Staffware system.
In Staffware events are grouped on a case-by-case basis. The first column refers
to the activity (description), the second to the type of event, the third to the
user generating the event (if any), and the last column shows a time stamp. The
corresponding Staffware model is shown in Figure 1. Case 10 shown in Table 1
follows the scenario where first activity Register is executed followed by Send
questionnaire, Receive questionnaire, and Evaluate. Based on the evaluation, the
decision is made to directly archive (activity Archive) the case without further
processing. For Case 9 further processing is needed, while Case 8 involves a timeout
and the repeated execution of some activities. Someone familiar with Staffware
will be able to decide that the three cases indeed follow a scenario possible in
the Staffware model shown in Figure 1. However, three cases are not sufficient to
automatically derive the model of Figure 1. Note that there are many Staffware
models enabling the three scenarios shown in Table 1. The challenge of process
mining is to derive “good” process, organizational, and social models with as little
information as possible.

2.2 Discovering Control-flow Structures

To illustrate the principle of process mining in more detail, we consider the event
log shown in Table 2 and focus on the control flow (cf. [1, 3, 5, 6, 10]). This log
abstracts from the time, date, and event type, and limits the information to the
order in which activities are being executed. The log shown in Table 2 contains
information about five cases (i.e., process instances). The log shows that for four
cases (1, 2, 3, and 4) the activities A, B, C, and D have been executed. For the fifth
case only three activities are executed: activities A, E, and D. Each case starts



Case 10
Directive Description Event User yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start John 2003/11/26 09:02
Register Processed To John 2003/11/26 09:02
Register Released By John 2003/11/26 09:09
Send questionnaire Processed To Clare 2003/11/26 09:23
Evaluate Processed To Sue 2003/11/26 09:58
Send questionnaire Released By Clare 2003/11/26 10:11
Receive questionnaire Processed To John 2003/11/26 13:05
Receive questionnaire Released By John 2003/11/26 13:06
Evaluate Released By Sue 2003/11/26 15:23
Archive Processed To Mary 2003/11/26 16:20
Archive Released By Mary 2003/11/26 16:21

Terminated 2003/11/26 16:21
Case 9
Directive Description Event User yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start Mike 2003/11/25 11:25
Register Processed To Mike 2003/11/25 11:25
Register Released By Mike 2003/11/25 11:37
Send questionnaire Processed To Mary 2003/11/25 11:51
Evaluate Processed To Sue 2003/11/25 11:52
Send questionnaire Released By Mary 2003/11/25 13:10
Receive questionnaire Processed To Mike 2003/11/25 15:02
Receive questionnaire Released By Mike 2003/11/25 15:20
Evaluate Released By Sue 2003/11/25 15:31
Process complaint Processed To Peter 2003/11/25 16:37
Process complaint Released By Peter 2003/11/25 16:51
Check processing Processed To Sue 2003/11/25 17:03
Check processing Released By Sue 2003/11/25 17:12
Archive Processed To Mary 2003/11/25 17:38
Archive Released By Mary 2003/11/25 17:41

Terminated 2003/11/25 17:41
Case 8
Directive Description Event User yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start John 2003/11/25 10:36
Register Processed To John 2003/11/25 10:36
Register Released By John 2003/11/25 10:40
Send questionnaire Processed To Mary 2003/11/25 10:50
Evaluate Processed To Sue 2003/11/25 11:25
Send questionnaire Released By Mary 2003/11/25 11:51
Receive questionnaire Processed To John 2003/11/26 09:36
Receive questionnaire Expired John 2003/11/26 09:52
Receive questionnaire Withdrawn John 2003/11/26 09:53
...

Table 1. A Staffware log.

Fig. 1. The staffware model



with the execution of A and ends with the execution of D. If activity B is executed,
then also activity C is executed. However, for some cases activity C is executed
before activity B. Based on the information shown in Table 2 and by making some
assumptions about the completeness of the log (i.e., assuming that the cases are
representative and a sufficient large subset of possible behaviors is observed), we
can deduce the Petri net shown in Figure 2(a) (cf. [20]).

2.3 Discovering Organizational Structures

Figure 2(a) does not show any informationcase activity performer
identifier identifier

case 1 activity A John
case 2 activity A John
case 3 activity A Sue
case 3 activity B Carol
case 1 activity B Mike
case 1 activity C John
case 2 activity C Mike
case 4 activity A Sue
case 2 activity B John
case 2 activity D Pete
case 5 activity A Sue
case 4 activity C Carol
case 1 activity D Pete
case 3 activity C Sue
case 3 activity D Pete
case 4 activity B Sue
case 5 activity E Clare
case 5 activity D Clare
case 4 activity D Pete

Table 2. An event log.

about the performers, i.e., the people executing
activities. However, Table 2 shows information
about the performers. For example, we can de-
duce that activity A is executed by either John
or Sue, activity B is executed by John, Sue,
Mike or Carol, C is executed by John, Sue, Mike
or Carol, D is executed by Pete or Clare, and E
is executed by Clare. We could indicate this in-
formation in Figure 2(a). The information could
also be used to “guess” or “discover” organiza-
tional structures. For example, a guess could be
that there are three roles: X, Y, and Z. For the
execution of A role X is required and John and
Sue have this role. For the execution of B and
C role Y is required and John, Sue, Mike and
Carol have this role. For the execution of D and
E role Z is required and Pete and Clare have
this role. For five cases these choices may seem
arbitrary but for larger data sets such inferences
capture the dominant roles in an organization.
The resulting “activity-role-performer diagram”
is shown in Figure 2(b). The three “discovered”
roles link activities to performers.

2.4 Discovering Social Networks

When deriving roles and other organizational entities from the event log the focus
is on the relation between people or groups of people and the process. Another
perspective is not to focus on the relation between the process and individuals but
on relations among individuals (or groups of individuals). Consider for example
Table 2. Although Carol and Mike can execute the same activities (B and C), Mike
is always working with John (cases 1 and 2) and Carol is always working with Sue
(cases 3 and 4). Probably Carol and Mike have the same role but based on the small
sample shown in Table 2 it seems that John is not working with Carol and Sue
is not working with Carol.1 These examples show that the event log can be used
1 Clearly the number of events in Table 2 is too small to establish these assumptions
accurately. However, for the sake of argument we assume that the things that did not
happen will never happen.
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(a) The control-flow structure expressed in terms of a Petri net.

(b) The organizational structure expressed in
terms of a activity-role-performer diagram.
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(c) A sociogram based on transfer of work.

Fig. 2. Three models (control-flow, organizational, and social network structures) based
on the event log shown in Table 2.

to derive relations between performers of activities, thus resulting in a sociogram.
For example, it is possible to generate a sociogram based on the transfers of work
from one individual to another as is shown in Figure 2(c). Each node represents
one of the six performers and each arc represents that there has been a transfer
of work from one individual to another. The definition of “transfer of work from
A to B” is based on whether there for the same case an activity executed by A is
directly followed by an activity executed by B. For example, both in case 1 and
2 there is a transfer from John to Mike. Figure 2(c) does not show frequencies.
However, for analysis proposes these frequencies can added. The arc from John
to Mike would then have weight 2. Typically, we do not use absolute frequencies
but weighted frequencies to get relative values between 0 and 1. Figure 2(c) shows
that work is transferred to Pete but not vice versa. Mike only interacts with John
and Carol only interacts with Sue. Clare is the only person transferring work to
herself.

For a simple network with just a few cases and performers the results may
seem trivial. However, for larger organizations with many cases it may be possible
to discover interesting structures. Sociograms as shown in Figure 2(c) can be used
as input for SNA tools that can visualize the network in various ways, compute
metrics like the density of the network, analyze the role of an individual in the
network (for example the “centrality” or “power” of a performer), and identify
cliques (groups of connected individuals). Section 3 will discuss this aspect in
more detail and Section 4 will provide concrete metrics to derive sociograms from
event logs.



3 Mining Organizational Relations

In the previous section, we provided an overview of process mining. In this sec-
tion, we focus on the main topic of this paper: mining organizational relations as
described in Section 2.4. The goal is to generate a sociogram that can be used as
input for standard software in the SNA (Social Network Analysis) domain. In this
section we first introduce the fundamentals of SNA and then focus on the question
how to derive sociograms from event logs.

3.1 Social Network Analysis

Applications of SNA range from the analysis of small social networks to large
networks. For example, the tool InFlow (http://www.orgnet.com/) has been used
to analyze terrorist network surrounding the September 11th 2001 events. How-
ever, such tools could also be used to analyze the social network in a classroom.
In literature, researchers distinguish between sociocentric (whole) and egocentric
(personal) approaches. Sociocentric approaches consider interactions within a de-
fined group and consider the group as a whole. Egocentric approaches consider
the network of an individual, e.g., relations among the friends of a given person.
From a mathematical point of view both approaches are quite similar. In both
cases the starting point for analysis is graph where nodes represent people and the
arcs/edges represent relations. Although this information can also be represented
as a matrix, we use the graph notation. The graph can be undirected or directed,
e.g., A may like B but not vice versa. Moreover, the relations may be binary (they
are there or not) or weighted (e.g., “+” or “-”, or a real number). The weight is
used to qualify the relation. The resulting graph is named a sociogram.

In a mathematical sense such a sociogram is a graph (P,R) where P is the
set of individuals (in the context of process mining referred to as performers) and
R ⊆ P × P . If the graph is undirected, R is symmetric. If the graph is weighted,
there is an additional function W assigning a value to all elements of R. When
looking at the graph as a whole there are notions like density, i.e., the number of
element in R divided by the maximal number of elements, e.g., in a directed graph
there are n2 possible connections (including self loops) where n is the number of
nodes. For example the density of the graph shown in Figure 2(c) is 8/(6∗6) = 0.22.
Other metrics based on weighted graphs are the maximal geodesic distance in a
graph. The geodesic distance of two nodes is the distance of the shortest path in
the graph based on R and W .

When looking at one specific individual (i.e., a node in the graph), many no-
tions can be defined. If all other individuals are in short distance to a given node
and all geodesic paths (i.e., shorted path in the graph) visit this node, clearly
the node is very central (like a spider in the web). There are different metrics
for this intuitive notion of centrality. The Bavelas-Leavitt index of centrality is
a well-known example that is based on the geodesic paths in the graph [7]. Let
i be an individual (i.e., i ∈ P ) and Dj,k the geodesic distance from an individ-
ual j to an individual k. The Bavelas-Leavitt index of centrality is defined as
BL(i) = (

∑
j,k Dj,k)/(

∑
j,k Dj,i + Di,k). Note that the index divides the sum of

all geodesic distances by the sum of all geodesic distances from and to a given
resource. Other related metrics are closeness (1 divided by the sum of all geodesic



distances to a given resource) and betweenness (a ratio based on the number of
geodesic paths visiting a given node) [9, 12, 13, 22, 23]. Other notions include the
emission of a resource (i.e.,

∑
j Wi,j), the reception of a resource (i.e.,

∑
j Wj,i),

and the determination degree (i.e.,
∑

j Wj,i −Wi,j) [9, 22, 23]. Another interesting
metric is the sociometric status which is determined by the sum of input and out-
put relations, i.e.,

∑
j Dj,i +Di,j . All metrics can be normalized by taking the size

of the social network into account (e.g., divide by the number of resources). Using
these metrics and a visual representation of the network one can analyze various
aspects of the social structure of an organization. For example, one can search for
densely connected clusters of resources and structural holes (i.e., areas with few
connections), cf. [9, 22, 23].

Let us apply some of these notions to the sociogram shown Figure 2(c) where
the arcs indicate (unweighted) frequencies. The sociometric status of Clare is 2 (if
we include self-links), the sociometric status of Pete is 4, the emission of John is
5, the emission of Pete is 0, the reception of Pete is 4, the reception of Sue is 2,
the determination degree of Mike is 0, etc. The Bavelas-Leavitt index of centrality
of John is 4.33 while the same index for Sue is 3.25. The numbers are unweighted
and in most cases these are made relative to allow for easy comparison. Tools like
AGNA, NetMiner, Egonet, InFlow, KliqueFinder, MetaSight, NetForm, NetVis,
StOCNET, UCINET, and visone are just some of the many SNA tools available.
For more information on SNA we refer to [8, 9, 22, 23].

3.2 Deriving Relations from Event Logs

After showing the potential of SNA and the availability of techniques and tools,
the main question is: How to derive meaningful sociograms from event logs? To
address this question we identify four types of metrics that can be used to establish
relationships between individuals: (1) metrics based on (possible) causality, (2)
metrics based on joint cases, (3) metrics based on joint activities, and (4) metrics
based on special event types.

Metrics based on (possible) causality monitor for individual cases how work
moves among performers. One of the examples of such a metric is handover of
work. Within a case (i.e., process instance) there is a handover of work from
individual i to individual j if there are two subsequent activities where the first is
completed by i and the second by j. This notion can be refined in various ways.
For example, knowledge of the process structure can be used to detect whether
there is really a causal dependency between both activities. It is also possible to
not only consider direct succession but also indirect succession using a “causality
fall factor” β, i.e., if there are 3 activities in-between an activity completed by i
and an activity completed by j, the causality fall factor is β3. A related metric is
subcontracting where the main idea is to count the number of times individual j
executed an activity in-between two activities executed by individual i. This may
indicate that work was subcontracted from i to j. Again all kinds of refinements
are possible.

Metrics based on joint cases ignore causal dependencies but simply count how
frequently two individuals are performing activities for the same case. If individuals
work together on cases, they will have a stronger relation than individuals rarely
working together.



Metrics based on joint activities do not consider how individuals work together
on shared cases but focus on the activities they do. The assumption here is that
people doing similar things have stronger relations than people doing completely
different things. Each individual has a “profile” based on how frequent they con-
duct specific activities. There are many ways to measure the “distance” between
two profiles thus enabling many metrics.

Metrics based on special event types consider the type of event. Thus far we
assumed that events correspond to the execution of activities. However, there
are also events like reassigning an activity from one individual to another. For
example, if i frequently delegates work to j but not vice versa it is likely that i is
in a hierarchical relation with j. From a SNA point of view these observations are
particularly interesting since they represent explicit power relations.

The sociogram shown Figure 2(c) is based on the causality metric handover of
work. In the next section, we will define the metrics in more detail.

4 Metrics

In this section, we define some of the metrics we have developed to establish
relationships between individuals from event logs. We address only examples of
the first three types introduced in Section 3.2. Before we define these examples in
detail, we introduce a convenient notation for event logs.

Definition 4.1. (Event log) Let A be a set of activities (i.e., atomic work-
flow/process objects, also referred to as tasks) and P a set of performers (i.e.,
resources, individuals, or workers). E = A × P is the set of (possible) events, i.e.,
combinations of an activity and a performer (e.g. (a, p) denotes the execution of
activity a by performer p). C = E∗ is the set of possible event sequences (traces
describing a case). L ∈ B(C) is an event log. Note that B(C) is the set of all bags
(multi-sets) over C.

Note that this definition of an event slightly differs from the informal notions used
before. First of all, we abstract from additional information such as time stamps,
data, etc. Secondly, we do not consider the ordering of events corresponding to
different cases. For convenience, we define two operations on events: πa(e) = a
and πp(e) = p for some event e = (a, p).

4.1 Metrics Based on (Possible) Causality

Metrics based on causality take into account both handover of work and subcon-
tracting. The basic idea is that performers are related if a case is passed from one
performer to another. For both situations, three kinds of refinements are applied.
First of all, one can differentiate with respect to the degree of causality, e.g., the
length of handover. It means that we can consider not only direct succession but
also indirect succession. Second, we can ignore multiple transfers within one in-
stance or not. Third, we can consider arbitrary transfers of work or only consider
those where there is a casual dependency (for the latter we need to know the
process model). Based on these refinements, we derive 23 = 8 variants for both
the handover of work and subcontracting metrics. These variant metrics are all



based on the same event log. Before defining metrics, the basic notions applied to
a single case c = (c0, c1, . . .) are specified.

Definition 4.2. (✄,�) Let L be a log. Assume that → denotes some causality re-
lation derived from the process model. For a1, a2 ∈ A, p1, p2 ∈ P , c = (c0, c1, . . .) ∈
L, and n ∈ IN:

– p1 ✄n
c p2 = ∃0≤i<|c|−n πp(ci) = p1 ∧ πp(ci+n) = p2

– |p1 ✄n
c p2| =

∑
0≤i<|c|−n

{
1 if πp(ci) = p1 ∧ πp(ci+n) = p2

0 otherwise

– p1 �n
c p2 = ∃0≤i<|c|−n πp(ci) = p1 ∧ πp(ci+n) = p2 ∧ πa(ci) → πa(ci+n)

– |p1�
n
c p2| =

∑
0≤i<|c|−n

{
1 if πp(ci) = p1 ∧ πp(ci+n) = p2 ∧ πa(ci) → πa(ci+n)
0 otherwise

p1 ✄n
c p2 denotes the function which returns true if within the context of case c

performers p1 and p2 both executed some activity such that the distance between
these two activities is n. For example, for case 1 shown in Table 2, John ✄1

c Mike
equals 1 and John ✄3

c Pete equals 1. In this definition, if the value of n equals 1,
it refers to direct succession. If n is greater than 1, it refers to indirect succession.
However, it ignores both multiple transfers within one instance and casual depen-
dencies. |p1 ✄n

c p2| denotes the function which returns the number of times p1 ✄n
c p2

in the case c. In other words, it considers multiple transfers within one instance.
p1 �n

c p2 and |p1 �n
c p2| are similar to p1 ✄n

c p2 and |p1 ✄n
c p2| but in addition

they take into account whether there is a real casual dependency. For example,
consider case 1 shown in Table 2. The order of events is: A (John), B (Mike), C
(John), and D (Pete). If we calculate the relationships among activity B, C, and
D, Mike ✄1

c John equals 1 and Mike ✄1
c Pete equals 0. However, Mike �1

c John
equals 0 and Mike �2

c Pete equals 1, because activity B and C do not have a casual
dependency but activity B and D do (see Figure 2(a); B and C are in parallel but
are both causally followed by D).

Using such relations, we define handover of work metrics. The following metrics
only deal with first and second refinements. If we replace ✄ with �, we can calculate
the relationships considering only real casual dependencies and thus deal with the
third refinement.

Definition 4.3. (Handover of work metrics) Let L be a log. For p1, p2 ∈ P
and some β (0 < β < 1):

– p1 ✄L p2 = (
∑

c∈L |p1 ✄1
c p2|)/(

∑
c∈L |c| − 1)

– p1✄̇Lp2 = (
∑

c∈L ∧ p1✄1
cp2

1)/|L|
– p1 ✄

β
L p2 = (

∑
c∈L

∑
1≤n<|c| β

n−1|p1 ✄n
c p2|)/(

∑
c∈L

∑
1≤n<|c| β

n−1(|c| − n))

– p1✄̇
β
Lp2 = (

∑
c∈L

∑
1≤n<|c| ∧ p1✄n

c p2
βn−1)/(

∑
c∈L

∑
1≤n<|c| β

n−1)

p1 ✄L p2 means dividing the total number of direct successions from p1 to p2 in a
process log by the maximum number of possible direct successions in the log. For
example, in Table 2, John ✄L Mike equals 2/14. p1✄̇Lp2 ignores multiple transfers
within one instance (i.e., case). p1 ✄

β
L p2 and p1✄̇

β
Lp2 deal with indirect succession

by introducing a “causality fall factor” β in this notation. If within the context of
a case there are n events in-between two performers, the causality fall factor is βn.



p1 ✄
β
L p2 consider all possible successions, while p1✄̇

β
Lp2 ignores multiple transfers

within one case.
In the case of subcontracting, we only describe a basic relation and a basic

metrics, i.e., again there are 8 variants but we only consider the basic one.

Definition 4.4. (In-between metrics) Let L be a log. Assume that → denotes
some causality relation. In the context of L and →, we define a number of relations.
For a1, a2 ∈ A, p1, p2 ∈ P , c = (c0, c1, . . .) ∈ L, |c| > 2, n ∈ IN, and n > 1 :

– p1✸
n
c p2 = ∃0≤i<j<i+n<|c|πp(ci) = p1 ∧ πp(cj) = p2 ∧ πp(ci+n) = p1

– p1✸Lp2 = (
∑

c∈L |p1✸
2
cp2|)/(

∑
c∈L (|c| − 2))

In subcontracting, the three refinements mentioned can also be applied. However
the concept of direct and indirect succession is changed. Direct succession means
there is only one activity in-between two activities executed by one performer.
While indirect succession means, there are multiple activities in-between two ac-
tivities executed by one performer. We also introduce causality fall factor β for
indirect succession. For example, assume that there are four activities. Both first
and fourth activity are executed by a performer i, while the second and third ac-
tivity are executed by performer j and k respectively. In this situation, we can
derive two relations which are from a performer i to a performer j and from a
performer i to a performer k. Again we use a causality fall factor β. The second
and third refinements are the same as for handover of work.

4.2 Metrics Based on Joint Cases

For this type of metric we ignore causal dependencies and simply count how often
two individuals are performing activities for the same case.

Definition 4.5. (Working together metrics) Let L be a log. For p1, p2 ∈ P :
p1 ✶L p2 =

∑
c∈L p1 ✶c p2/

∑
c∈L g(c, p1) if

∑
c∈L g(c, p1) �= 0, otherwise p1 ✶L

p2 = 0, where for c = (c0, c1, . . .) ∈ L: p1 ✶c p2 = 1 if ∃0≤i,j<|c|∧i�=j πp(ci) =
p1 ∧ πp(cj) = p2, otherwise p1 ✶c p2 = 0 : g(c, p1) = 1 if ∃0≤i<|c|πp(ci) = p1,
otherwise g(c, p1) = 0

Note that, in this definition we divide the number of joint cases by the number of
cases which p1 appeared, since the appearance is relative to the performers. Let
us apply this metric to analyze the relationship between John and Pete based in
the log shown in Table 2. John ✶L Pete equals 2/2 and Pete ✶L John equals 2/4.

Moreover, alternative metrics can be composed by taking the distance between
activities into account, e.g., use variants like (p1 ✄

β
L p2 +p2 ✄

β
L p1)/2 or (p1✄̇

β
Lp2 +

p2✄̇
β
Lp1)/2.

4.3 Metrics Based on Joint Activities

To calculate the metrics based on joint activities, first we make a “profile” based
on how frequent individuals conduct specific activities. In this paper, we use a
performer by activity matrix to represent these profiles. This matrix simply records
how frequent each performer executes specific activities.

Definition 4.6. (�) Let L be a log. For p1 ∈ P , a1 ∈ A, and c = (c0, c1, . . .) ∈ L:



– p1 �c a1 =
∑

0≤i<|c|

{
1 if πa(ci) = a1 ∧ πp(ci) = p1

0 otherwise
– p1 �L a1 =

∑
c∈L p1 �c a1

Note that � defines a matrix with rows P and columns A. Table 3 shows a part
of the performer by activity matrix derived from Table 2.

performer activity A activity B activity C activity D activity E

Sue 3 1 1 0 0

Carol 0 1 1 0 0

Clare 0 0 0 1 1

Table 3. A part of the performer by activity matrix.

Based on this matrix, we defined several metrics to measure the distance be-
tween two performers. These metrics are all based on a comparison of the corre-
sponding row vectors.

In this section we introduced only some of the metrics we have developed. It is
important to note that each of the metrics is derived from some log L and the
result can be represented in terms of a weighted graph (P,R,W ), where P is the
set of performers, R is the set of relations, and W is a function indicating the
weight of each relation (see Section 3.1). For example, the basic handover of work
metric ✄L defines R = {(p1, p2) ∈ P ×P | p1 ✄L p2 �= 0} and W (p1, p2) = p1 ✄L p2.
In other words, given an event log L each metric results in a sociogram that can
be analyzed using existing SNA tools.

5 MiSoN

This section introduces our tool MiSoN (Mining Social Networks). MiSoN has been
developed to discover relationships between individuals from a range of enterprise
information systems including workflow management systems such as Staffware,
InConcert, and MQSeries, ERP systems, and CRM systems. Based on the event
logs extracted from these systems MiSoN constructs sociograms that can be used
as a starting point for SNA. The derived relationships can be exported in a ma-
trix format and used by most SNA tools. With such tools, we can apply several
techniques to analyze social networks, e.g., find interaction patterns, evaluate the
role of an individual in an organization, etc.

MiSoN has been developed using Java including XML-based libraries such as
JAXB and JDOM, and provides an easy-to-use graphical user interface. Figure 3
shows the architecture of MiSoN. The mining starts from a tool-independent XML
format which includes information about processes, cases, activities, event times,
and performers. MiSoN provides functionalities for displaying user statistics and
event log statistics. Using the metrics defined in Section 4, MiSoN constructs
relationships between individuals. When calculating the relationships, the user can
select suitable metrics and set relevant options. The result can be displayed using
a matrix representation and a graph representation, but it can also be exported to
SNA tools. Exported data contains the number of performers, names of performers,
and a relationship matrix.
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Fig. 3. The architecture of MiSoN

6 Example: Applying MiSoN to a Staffware log

Although MiSoN and the underlying analysis routines are tool-independent, we
focus on a concrete system to illustrate the applicability of the results presented in
this paper. The Staffware audit trail referred to by Table 1 is converted by MiSoN
to the XML format described in the previous section. In this sample data, we only
consider the “released by” event type to make sociograms. We have tested MiSoN
with several metrics mentioned in previous section. Figure 4 shows a screenshot
of MiSoN when displaying the mining result of handover of work metrics. MiSoN

Fig. 4. MiSoN screenshot showing a sociogram based on the Staffware log

can export the mining result using the AGNA-translator (but also other tools like
UCINET and NetMiner). AGNA (cf. http://www.geocities.com/imbenta/agna/)



Fig. 5. Screenshot of AGNA when analyzing the input from MiSocN

is an SNA tool that allows for a wide variety of sociometric analysis techniques.
For example, AGNA supports various notions of centrality including the Bavelas-
Leavitt index described in Section 3.1. John and Sue have the highest Bavelas-
Leavitt index (the value is 4.2), while Clare has the smallest value (2.8). Figure 5
shows the analysis using the tool AGNA. It also shows the network structure of
result.

7 Related Work

Related work can be divided in two categories: process mining and SNA.
The idea of process mining is not new [1, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24] but has

been mainly aiming at the control-flow perspective. In this paper, it is impossible
to do justice to the work done in this area. Therefore, for more information on
process mining we refer to a special issue of Computers in Industry on process
mining [4] and the survey paper [3]. Note that although quite some work has been
done on process mining from event logs none of the approaches known to the
authors have incorporated the social dimension as discussed in this paper.

Since the early work of Moreno [17], sociometry, and SNA in particular, have
been active research domains. There is a vast amount of textbooks, research papers,
and tools available in this domain [7–9, 11–13, 17, 19, 22, 23]. There have been many
studies analyzing workflow processes based on insights from social network analy-
sis. However, these studies typically have an ad-hoc character and sociograms are
typically constructed based on questionnaires rather than using a structured and
automated approach as described in this paper. Most tools in the SNA domain take
sociograms as input. MiSoN is one of the few tools that generate sociograms as out-
put. The only comparable tools are tools to analyze e-mail traffic, cf. BuddyGraph



(http://www.buddygraph.com/) and MetaSight (http://www.metasight.co.uk/).
However, these tools monitor unstructured messages and cannot distinguish be-
tween different activities (e.g., work-related interaction versus social interaction).

8 Conclusions

This paper presents an approach, concrete metrics, and a tool to extract infor-
mation from event logs and construct a sociogram which can be used to analyze
interpersonal relationships in an organization. Today many information systems
are “process aware” and log events in some structured way. As indicated in the
introduction, workflow management systems register the start and completion of
activities, ERP systems log all transactions (e.g., users filling out forms), call cen-
ter and CRM systems log interactions with customers, etc. These examples have
in common that there is some kind of event log. Unfortunately, the information in
these logs is rarely used to derive information about the process, the organization,
and the social network. In this paper we focus on the latter aspect and present
an approach to discover sociograms. These sociograms are based on the observed
behavior and may use events like the transfer of work or delegation from one indi-
vidual to another. MiSoN can interface with commercial systems such as Staffware
and standard SNA tools like AGNA, UCINET and NetMiner, thus allowing for
the application of the ideas presented in this paper.

At this point in time we are applying MiSoN to a real data set, and we plan
to report on this in a future paper. We also investigate extensions of the approach
using filtering techniques and more advanced forms clustering. For example, we
now abstract from the results of activities. If activities or cases can be classified
as successful or unsuccessful, important or unimportant, standard or special, etc.,
this information could be used when building sociograms.
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